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The UIL team has reviewed the R1965/R2027 HP /HPWH Evaluation and we do not have any
comments. Beyond those provided by Eversource.

UIL does have one observation;    we   don’t think they are accurately depicting the geothermal
market in CT. In 2021 we saw a jump in the amount of rebates. We don’t think it will be booming
but it will not be “contracting”.
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Subject: EXTERNAL:CT - Reminder that comments on R1965 are due today.
Importance: High
We have to have a pretty hard stop deadline as we want to have results in the TRM process…
Lisa A. Skumatz, Ph.D.

President/Principal
Skumatz Economic Research Associates (SERA)
Voice: 360/261-3069
Email: skumatz@serainc.com  
www.serainc.com
“Work is much more fun than fun.” Noel Coward
Note: Fridays are largely email / phone-free days.
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